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RAMBLING WILLIE: A PACING LEGEND

by Harvey Robbins

Rambling Willie and Bob Farrington attracted patrons who wagered $526,349. on opening night at Foxboro Raceway. The gelded son of Ramb ing Fury- Meadow Belle begins
a seventeen track tour on May 5, promoting a bobk about his career, "The Horse God Loved".

The release from the United States Trotting Association was dated April Celtics, set a lasting example while retiring on top of his game.
1, 1981. "Rambling Willie has been named the top standardbred performer
The decision is a tough one for Farrington and owners Yivi~n Farrington
in the nation for the month of March."
and Paul Siebert. In years past the owners were the pictures of contentment
It represented still another chapter in the incredible career of Rambling as they proudly await~d the appearance of Willie on the race track. At the
Willie. At the advanced age of 11 this peerless pacer had once again defied Foxboro opener they were apprehensive, warning in advance that Willie
the logic that usually accompanies race horses.
wasn't the horse he used to be. That is understandable. It is also a factor
Willie is not the same horse he was a couple of years ago, but he is still · that as a gelding Willie has but one career in harness racing. So too is the fact
a top class performer able to lock horns with young, sound and well bred that with some $1 ,850,000 in earnings he is within reach of the $2 million
;tock throughout the nation. It really maters not that he has lost a step or mark.
Would you retire Willie at this time or would you continue on with him?
two. The affection which accompanies him no matter where he races more
than overlooks that lost step. That was evident on opening night at Foxboro Perhaps you will write to this publication with your reply. I would be inwhen the old-timer featured the card. He was the favorite, although teresting to see the reation of the readers and fellow horsemen.
he and driver Bob Farrington experienced the unwelcomed breath of fresh
Willie marked in 1 :54.3. Farrington has stated, "He's the greatest horse
air from start to his last place finish due to a park job from inside speed in to ever look through a bridle. I've seen some great horses but Willie has
everything. He's been beaten but he has yet to give me a race that was a bad
the mile won by A pres Ski.
It was inspiring to see Willie once again. It marked his third visit to Fox- one. He tries every time he's on the track."
Jim Doherty explained, "I'd have to say that he's the best horse of them
boro, but his first loss. It was sad seeing the old boy on the limb though,
racing his heart out for nothing on this night. A year or two ago he would all. Some peak for a few weeks in a career. Some go on for five top months.
Rambling Willie was on top for five years."
have jerked the bridle off this kind of field.
Rambling Willie is by Rambling Fury, a stallion that never established
And so it makes you wonder if Willie should, on one hand, continue to
travel the circuit to provide spectators the chance to watch him for perhaps himself as a renowned sire. His dam, Meadow Belle, was lame and unproven.
the first time (in some places) or the last time. On the other hand, you don't But they put something together in this unique package. Rambling Willie
want to see Willie beaten by lesser foes. Joe Louis, Muhammed Ali, Willie could retire today and it would not matter. He would live forever as a
Mays, etc. hung on too long. Others, such as Dave Cowens of the Boston champi n and symbol of the love horsemen can have for a great old horse.

DOWN EAST HARNESS NEWS
by Clark Thompson

M.H.H.A. NEWS

Dave Morgan, President of the Down East Harness Horsemen's Association, reports that membership for the year has now reached 140. The geographical area represented by our membership extends from Presque Isle
in the North to West Buxton in the South and from Perry in the East to
Madison in the West.
Mike Tremblay reports that raffle tickets are now available from DEHHA
members. This fund raising effort will culminate with a drawing for a television and a radio on June 20 at Bangor Raceway.
The summer meeting of the DEH HA will be held on June 23 at the Red
Lion in Bangor. The social hour begins at 5 P.M. The buffet, which includes
steamship round of beef, will cost $10.00 per person. Checks should be
made payable to the DEHHA and be mailed to Clark Thompson, 51 Crestmont Road, Bangor, Maine 04401, on or before June 15. Plans for a guest
speaker include John Berry of the SBOA of New Jersey who will speak on
publicity and promotion.
The M.H.H.A. Liaison Committee reports that the Board of Directors
of the M.H.A.A. has decided that the proposed DEHHA-MHHA affiliation
should be presented to the next membership meeting of the M.H.H.A. The
Board of Directors of the DEHHA will meet to discuss the MHHA decision.
It is hoped through an affiliation arrangement that northern area horsemen
will have better representation and greater input in M H HA affairs. Currently, the time and expense involved in traveling to the Lewiston area to attend
MHHA meetings prohibits most northern horsemen from having the representation and input that is needed to address their concerns.
The Bass Patk Corporation Liaison Committee reports that our offer to
provide labor for work on the grandstand as well as our offer to solicit race
sponsors has been accepted by the Bass Park Corporation.
The DE H HA has represented a petition to the Bass Park Corporation
requesting six additional racing dates which would move Bangor Raceway's
opening date to June 5. The Bass Park Corporation has endorsed this petition and has forwarded it to the Maine Harness Racing Commission for
consideration.
AROOSTOOCK COUNTY NEWS
By Doug Thompson
A recent visit to the Presque Isle, Maine racetrack finds about thirty
horses in training. The track is quickly improving after periods of dismal
conditions which forced some horsemen to depart for southern Maine locations such as Lewiston and Cumberland. Presque Isle's Northern Maine
Fair is scheduled to be held July 21-28 which falls on the same week as
Woodstock's Old Home Week. As for their prospects of racing, one Maine
horseman stated that they are slim and none. Nevertheless, there are tentative plans for racing on Saturday, July 25th, Monday and Tuesday, July
27th and 28th.
Due t.o the close proximity of Presque Isle and Woodstock, about 60
miles, the northern Maine track relies on Canadian horsemen for nearly
fifty per cent of their entries.
While at Presque Isle, I had a chat with Ray Ireland who was home for
a few days after moving his stable from Palm Beach Trotting Center to the
Meadowlands. Ray said the new owners of the Trotting Center, including
Armstrong Bros., are planning to make $700,000 worth of improvements
to the center, including a new half-mile track at a later date. Ray with son
Kim, has four three-year-olds and five two-year-olds. Last season, Ray had
two exceptional trotting fillies in D.l. Snowflake and 0.1. Starfire, both
owned by D.l. Farms and Coventry Farms in New Jersey. Snowflake by
Honor Rodney from Calamari Blue Chip took a freshman record of
207.1 Starfire by Honor Rodney is from the Star's Pride mare, Star Shower
and trotted in 205.3. Both fillies are excessively staked with the Hambletonian Filly Stakes included. Ray said both have been trained in 2:05 in preparation for their season openers going for $54,000.
For William Hovy of Connecticut, Ray has a three-year-old Honor Rodney
filly, Honor Pam from Keystone Leslie. For Tom Lavin, Ray has Mr. Pipeline, a three-year-old Songcan-Ginny Dares colt.
Billy O'Donnell has placed two, two-year-olds under Ray's supervision.
They are Big Boy Eric and Skyline Drive. Big Boy Eric is by Eric B. from
Caleb's Girl and Skyline Drive is a Harold J. - Shadydale Skyline colt. Sonny
Ling owns D.l. Lee, a two-year-old by Lindy's Joy Boy from Bretlass. Two
royally-bred fillies owned by D.l. Farms in the Ray Ireland Stable are the
two-year-olds, D. I. Queen and D.l. Bretta. D. I. Queen is by Most Happy
Fella from the Bye Bye Byrd mare, Friendly Folly. D.l. Bretta is a Bret
Hanover filly from a full sister to Jade Prince, p, 2, 154.1 by Meadow
Skipper.
In 1979, Ray had 0ne of the top two-year-old fillies in the country in
D.l. Sweetie 159.3 by Most Happy Fella from Scuse Me. She banked over
$145,000 in her first season before being sideline most of 1980. When
asked of Sweetie's condition, Ray stated that she had already been booked
to 1980 Horse of the Year Niatross. Over 1700 applications had been received for the_great so~ of Alba,tross m his· first season at $35,000. Ra)( .predicts
that wtien nis first crop reaches the yearling sales ring, we will see the first
million dollar yearling.

The Scarborough contract has been signed, it's the same as the last
contract accept purse distribution:
Minimum is still $500. - 2 races per program.
Max_imum is 5 t~mes the minimum or up to $2,500. - per program.
10 _t1mes ~year Will be allowed 8 times the minimum or $4,000.
Th 1s section can be renegotiated at the end of the meet if either party
requests.
This contract will run for 2 years and Scarborough will be able to
gradually recoup $44,000 overpayment.
Director Sheridan Smith will represent the United States in an M/S
benefit in On~ario, ~anada the week of May 11. All nations will be represented by pollee ch1efs who are also race drivers. This is a great honor for
the State of Maine.
The directors ~ave ~oted to sponsor an M/S night again this year and
Dude. Goodblood will agam act as Chairman of the Committee. The committee Will announce further plans at a later date.
Richard Howard is again chairman of a Maine Mall promotion as was
held in South Portland last year.
'
GENERAL CONDITIONS-SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Qualifying races will be held on Wednesday and Saturday at 10:30 A.M.
Declare by 6:30P.M. the day before the race
Qualifying Standards: Pacers- 2:13;Trotters- 2:14
3 Year. Olds allowed 1 second, 2 Year Olds allowed 2 Seconds. Horses must
show qualifying time in the last four starts. Horses will be placed on the
stewards list for the folowing reasons:
1. 3 Breaks in a row and not
4. Poor Performance
finishing 3rd or better
5. Choking Down
6. Causing 2 recalls
2. Breaks off a qualifier
3. 2 distances in a row
7. Refusing
Reg_istration papers and claiming authorizations must be on file in the racing
Off1ce for all horses in claiming races. Claiming box is located in the judges
stand. Deposit money to be used in the Main Office desk.
Claiming horses may not advance in price unless finishing 3rd or better in
last start for lower claiming price, Horses not finishing 3rd or better in last
4 starts for same claiming price may be considered non -competitive if
entered for that claiming price.
Horses with fewer than 10 starts in 1981 may be placed in competitive class
by the Race Secretary.
HORSES MUST BE IN THE PADDOCK AT THE FOLLOWING TIMES:
,
SUNDAY
Race No.1 & 2
Race No.3 & 4
Race No 5 & 6
Race No.7 & 8
Race No.9 & 10
Race No. 11 & 12
Race No. 13, 14 & 15

1:30PM
2:00PM
3:00PM
3:30PM
4:30PM
5:00PM
5:30PM

Mon. Weds. Thurs. Fri. Sat.:
Race No. 1 & 2
6:30PM
Race No.3 & 4
7:00PM
Race No.5 & 6
7:30PM
Race No.7 & 8
8:30PM
Race No.9 & 10
9:00PM
Race No. 11 & 12
9:00PM
Race No. 13, 14 & 15
9:30PM
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HORSES TO WATCH IN THE MERRY MONTH OF MAY
By Cl.ocker George
Racing Gene- Free legged old time class pacer ready to score in $800
claimers.
Zodiac - Maiden win very impressive.
A. J. Splendor- Speedy 4 yo will leave maiden ranks soon.
Zeglo - Class trotter won under wraps, ready to move up.
Barts Mick Time -Speedy Taylor pacer loves Scarborough oval.
Happy Sota - May be ready to tackle the best on the grounds.
Y. B. Ywo- Strong closer fits well in $2500- 3000 class.
Mighty Pete - ~ancy Hudson 3 yo Roan appears to have regained form. Future looks bnght.
Swanzey Dream -Excellent Qualifier- Should be ready first time out.
Royal Lord Calvert - Fits well with $1500 claimers. Will win very soon.
Trusty Gene - Speed merchant hangs tough the whole mile fits with $2000'
$2500 claimers.

Key~tone !rvst - Needs only to stay on gait, has shown much speed.
Rog•e - W1th Donny in the bike, the 9 yo well gaited trotter will score very
·
soon.
J. M. Carl - Much interference at the half, cost this fine pacer all chance in
last.

.

Moonli~ht .Ex~ress A'_ Dowri-~nder, strong ' 10 yo p~cer, en.count~red
trafftc last start can win right back in similar company.

much '

•
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W.N.E.H.H.A. NEWS

THE DISHRAG AND THE NAIL
By David A. Jefferson, D.V.M.

T· VIEWS
The dishwasher was making a funny grinding sound. My wife had mentioned it to me a couple of times. I am not very mechanical and was hoping
that the thing would straighten itself out. Within a few days, the noise
became too loud to be ignored.
I
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U.S. HARNESS WRITERS MEETING IN NEW YORK

A resolution expressing concern and regret over the firing of Editor
-Don Evans and his associate, Phil . Pikelny, of HOOFBEATS, by U. S. Trotting Assn. officials was voted unanimously by directors of the U. S. Harness ·
Writers (May 1), at the meeting at Kiamesha Lake, N.Y. 1The U.S. Harness
writers directors re-elected Nick J. Saponara, Philadelphia sportswriter,
for a second term as national president.
But nothing on the Harness. Writers agenda was given more serious
note than the news from Columbus, -Ohio of the USTA dismissal of Evans
and Pikelny, two of the sport's most prolific writers. Evans is the author of
the recently published Rambling Willie story, "The Horse That God Loved."
According to a report from Ohio, a : majority group of USTA directors
had taken strong exception to a HOOFBEATS article (May, 1981) which
referred to "the unlikely event" that the UST A will ever recover fees for
eligibility papers from Chicago tracks (which has resulted in a long legal
battle).
The resolution passed by the Harness Writers in New York expresses
the hope that the positions left vacant by the firings of Evans and Pikelny
will be filled promptly to re-establish good lines of national publicity for
harness racing.
A statuette of A.E. (Ted) Gibbons of Cape Eli~eth, Maine., long
known as the dean of harness race secretaries, was unveiled at the Harness
Writers' gala dinner program at The Concord Resort Hotel (May 2). Mr.
Gibbons was recently inducted into the USHW-Living Hall of Fame and the
statuette may be seen at the Hall of F~me of the Trotter Museum, Goshen,
New York.
In other actions, the U. S. Harness Writers voted full support of efforts
by N. E. Chapter members to preserve the Prowse Farm property off Rte
128, Canton, Mass. where Peter The Great once Stood at Stud.
Total national membership of the U.S. Harness Writers now stands at
439.
CARL SCRIVENER, Presi_d ent of N.E.H.W.A.
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NEW ENGLAND HARNESS WRITERS ASSOCIATION

The second meeting of the year was held at Foxboro Raceway on Wednesday, April 15, 1981 at 9:50p.m. following an excellent roast beef dinner
hosted by Vice-President General Manager, AI Thomas.
In attendance were President, Carl Scrivener, 1st Vice President, Bob
Temple, 2nd Vice President, Sam Brogna, Secretary-Treasurer, Joe Vaccaro,
Bill Ellis, Jack Ginnetti, Ralph Grasso, Bob Kelley, Charlie Kelley, Earl
LaChance, Harvey Robbins, Cliff Sundberg, Bob Varey and Leo White.
Vaccaro reported a bank balance of $2,362.75. Expended was $36 for
stamps and $85. is due USHWA for 1/4 page ad in 1981 USHWA Charity
Journal.
The membership then pro~eeded to vote in two new members: Jean
Emerson, Editor of the Northeast Harness News in Maine, and Eddie
Germano, cartoQnist for the Brockton Enterprise. Congratulationsl
AI Thomas brought us up to date on the racing bill which is now in
Senate Ways and Means. The remarks were informative.
Racing Secretary, Brian Zander also made some comments.
The 33rd USHWA Awards Dinner will be held May 3 at the Concord
Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N.Y. at 7 p.m. Tickets are $35 each person.
A total of 16 ballots for 1981 N.E. Harness Hall of Fame were tabulated.
The results: Arthur Nason-11 votes, Townsend Ackerman·3, Ted Gibbons-1,
Earl Avery-1, White Mountain Boy-10, TC;lra-9, Hillsota-9, Bret's Champ-4,
Single G.-4, Bret's Star·3, Lou Dillon -3, Porterhouse-2, Margaret Dillon-2.
The chapter nominated Fair Environment Corp. of Canton, Mass, for the
1982 Lou Leavitt Award and Phil Berkeley of Swampscott, an outstanding
artist, for the Proximity Award.
Bruce Stearns has transferred to the Delaware Valley Chapter.
President Scrivener named a dinner committee consisting of Ralph Grasso,
Jack Ginnetti and Harvey Robbins. They will make their report at the next
meeting.
The next meeting will be held after the New York meetings. Time and
date have not as yet been determined.
The meeting adjourned at 10:50 p.m. Respectfully submitted,
.
,
Joe Vacca~o Secretary-Treasurer

As June 18 draws near we see more and more signs of a banner year for
Hinsdale Harness. First of all the addition of Trifecta Betting at the dog meet
has increased the average handle better than $30,000 a day. If this holds
true for the harness meet which will have trifecta wagering also, we will
be looking at better purses than have been seen at this track for some time.
Last year the grandstand was luxurioisly remodeled and this year the remodling continues to the downstairs clubhouse. Not only are there several new
windows, but the air conditioned parlor type room will add to the comfort
and convenience of horsemen, owners and . patrons. All this can only add to
attendance and handle - generating more purses for the horsemen, and that
is the name of the game. At this time, despite newspaper reports to the
contrary, the New Hampshire Sires Stakes are not dead! The house vot~d
against them but they gained complete Senate support and are now m
committee.
Gordon DuBois, Sr. President - W.N.E.H.H.A.
MATINEE NEWS
The Connecticut Valley Trotting Association will host three matinees.
The first to be held at Rutland Fairgrounds, Rutland, Vermont on May
31 with a ~orkbee· to be held, the day before, May 30. All volunteers
greatly appreciated! The purpose of the workbee is to remove flooring in
the paddock barns and replace with dirt. Refreshments will be furnished.
Come and enjoy labor, fun and good racing with W.N.E.H.H.A. and C.V .T.A.
members. The following two Sundays, C.V.T.A. will sponsor matinees at
Greenfield Fairgrounds, Greenfield, Mass. Please make all entries by noon,
Sat. May 30, for Rutland, Sat. June 6-1~ for Greenfield. Contact Gordon
DuBois, Sr., 98 Third Street, Turners Falls, Mass. 01376, Tel.: 413·
863-2616
ROCKING~AM REPORT RELEASED
On Monday, April 27, the independent consulting firm o_f -youche ~oss
& Company released its report on the pros and cons of rebutldmg Rockmg·
ham Park. Project director, John Temple, estimated that the complex s~o~ld
cost $52 - $75 million to build and that it would generate about $49 mtlhon
in economic activity once in operation. It would also provide about 900
full time jobs by racing greyhounds, harness horses and thoroughbreds.
If the state of New Hampshire provides the $75 million tax break that the
Delaware North Company feels that it needs to build such a complex, the
state's annual income from pari-mutual wagering would probably be in the
neighborhood of $2.8 million, after Delaware North received the requested
$5 million-a-year tax break.
However, what must be remembered is that Yankee Greyhound in Sea·
brook, N.H. will have a 30% drop in attendance. The result would be an
approximate $1.7 millio':'l decline in their contribution to state tax coffers.
It is also predicted that the Bruins average attendance per game will drop
by 10% if the team relocates in Salem. Temple cautioned the legislators tha
if a new arena were built in Boston, income for the Salem complex would
be reduced by $400,000 a year.
The firm also predicted thatMassachusetts:tracks would feel little impact
from Rockingham Park. It was reported that 1983 would be the earliest that
any complex could open. Delaware North's proposal is only one of several
before the legislature.
STAKES UPDATE
The problems accompanying "growing pains" are the order o.f the day
in New England. After some deliberation the New England Sare ~takes
appears to be out of the woods with the publication of dates and locataons.
The Maine Stakes appear to ·be very healthy at present. There are seven
divisions to be raced for a total of fourteen weeks from July 1st through t~e
October Finals. This youthful series has purses based on 1%% of the exottc
betting, which could get a good boost this summer with the introduction
of the trifectas.
The New Hampshire Sire Stakes gained the support of the Senate by an
overwhelming _vote at a recent meeting. The program is now_in t~e h~nds of
the Senate Finance Committee where the method of fundmg ts bemg reviewed, with breeders recommending a percentage of the pari mutuel handle
to insure viability of purses. There's a very good chance that the New Hampshire Sire Stakes could be revitalized in -tbe near future- to the tune of a half
million dollars!
.'
The Mass. Sire Stakes are still in the works. No report of time, place or
money as yet. Breeders are awaiting a re-working of the Ambler Bill which
will increase urse mane ~. i-~~~~~{T~J.~ie~-~~oil·l~idilibiasme~·-•~mmarmJ•~••

SARGENTS RIDING .STABLE
FOR SALE
HAY -STRAW-OATS

HORSES-PONIES-CATTLE

CEDAR FENCE POSTS-ANY LENGTH
WILL DELIVER
VERET:r· SARGENt
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WEST CORINTH, ME 044l7
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TEL. 207-884-7290

M.H.H.A. NEWS
The Scarborough contract has been signed, it's the same as the last
tract accept purse distribution:
Minimum is still $500.- 2 races per program.
Maximum is 5 times the minimum or up to $2,500. - per program.
10 times a year will be allowed 8 times the minimum or $4,000.
This section can be renegotiated at the end of the meet if either party
requests.
for 2 years and Scarborough will be able to
This con

YOUR CHOICE FOR THE
SKIPPER KNOX
P, 3, 2:00.4
FUTURE WILL BE ............ . •••••••••••••• (MEADOW SKIPPERKNIGHT KNOX)
FEE

$750
Date p, 2:02V•
Sire of 13 In 2:00
f Hal

p, 1 :51
r Dale 'lfFrost
1 "'1·00. tr.cl.
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Knltht Knox p, 3, 2:01
Dam of 3 In 2:02, incl.
&ret's Knlfht Out p,
1:57.4ln 1179
Skipper Knox p, l,
2:00.4 in 1179
Knight Caller p, 2,

2:01.lf
(From 4 foals)

Meadow Skipper p, 3,
1:55.1
Mou ntaln Skipper p,
TT1 :56.1
Fulla Napoleon p, 3, 1:57.1

j

· Muctow Skipper p, 3,
1:55.1
Sire of ZOO In 2:00, Incl.
Falcon Almahunt p, 3,
TT1:52.2
Tencter Lovint Care P.
4( TT1 :52.4
W nct•hlelct Wiper p, 3,
TT1:53.2
Senor Skipper p, 4,
1 :Sl.l
Governor Skipper p, l,
1:S4

Countess VIvian p, 3, 1 :59
Dam of 7 In 2:02, Incl.
Meadow Skipper p, 3, 1 :55.1
Counteu Adios p, 3, 1:57.3
Tarport Count p, 3, 1 :59.3

Knox Hanov•"" p, 4, 2:00.1
Sire of 12 In ":00, Incl.
D•nclnt Knox p, 1:57
Knox Patch p, 1 :51
Dams of 1 In 2:00i Incl.
Knox Time p, 3, :57.4

1

I
l

STAND~N-G

(GOOD TIME- NOLA ABBEY)

.f

l
f

l

King's Counsel p, 1 :51
Sire of 1 z In 2 :00
Fitly Direct P. l,
2:0"...,
Dam of 5 in 2:07
Hnot Mnn 3, 2:00
Stre of 2 I In 2 :00

Luclne Hano"er
Dam of 2 In 2:00

Knight Gift p, 4, 2:05.2f
Dam of 5 winners, incl.

Knight Knox p, 3, 2:01
Knltht's Honor p, 2:01.3f
Cool Dude p, 3, 2:01.1
Knight News p, 3, 2 :04h
(Frorn 8 foals)

Knltht Time p, 3,
TTt :57.3
Sire of 22 In 2 :00;
{ dams
of 5 in 2 :00
Highley's udy P. 4,
2 :04.lf
~~ ~ing's Coun•el p,

5

O~m of 5

IN '81

E CLOCK

Dam of 3 In 2:00

Flying Add p, 3, 1:51.3
Meadow Wilma p, 2, 1 :5'

· A;nold Dall registen approval of his broodmare SUPER RIBBON
(Nansemond- Speedy Ribbon) and her new stud colt by SKIPPER KNOX.

ALSO

l Galloway p, 2:04Vlh

in 2:06, Incl.

CIANCHEnE STABLES
ROUTE 100

P.O. BOX 0

PITTSFIELD. MAINE 04967

207-487·5810

P, 2:00.4

FEE

$500
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CHOICE OFFERING
OF
NEW YORK
I STANDARDBRED RACING STOCK

By David A. Jefferson, D.V.M.

T· VIEWS

The dishwasher was making a funny grinding sound. My wife had mentioned it to me a couple of times. I am not very mechanical and was hoping
that the thing would straighten itself out. Within a few days, the noise
became too loud to be ignored.
I cleaned out the last load of dishes, removed the racks, and peered in.
The only movable thing in view was the sprayer arm. The motor itself was
nowhere in sight. I announced to the family that we must have a burnt out ~
bearing which would have to be replaced. I had made the diagnosis. As
everyone knows, that is the tough part. I called a repairman to do the
CRA
actual work. After all, he has all the parts and could sure do it quicker
than I could.
~ BROODMARES - SOME IN FOAL, SOME OPEN, SOME WITH 1981
The repair truck drove into the yard on a day that I was home. I was glad ~
FOALSATTHEIRSIDE.
because I wanted to see that bad bearing. I told the repairman what the
~
machine had been doing and my thoughts on the problem. He listened ~YEARLINGS AVAILABLE.
patiently and gave a little grunt to. let me know he'd heard.
He pulled ij
straight up on the .sprayer arm to remove it. Down at the base of the shaft
MARESBREDTONEWYORKSIRES
1. MOUNTAIN SKIPPER
.
and wrapped tightly around it was a washcloth. He slowly unwound the rag, ~::*
t~~
2. STEADY DUKE
dropped it into my hand and said, ~~There's your bad bearing."
3. MOUNTAIN CRAY
A week later my friend Frank called about a lame mare. I stopped at his . :
4. TARBOWL
house late in the afternoon, and we walked to the barn together. On the
way Frank said that he knew where the trouble was. ~~she's been pointing
her left front, and she walks kind of funny. She's going wide with that leg ~ ALL FOALS ELIGIBLE TO NEW YORK SIRE STAKES
so I figure it's got to be that shoulder. V'Jhat do you think?" I gave a little
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN SOME FINE NEW YORK
grunt to let Frank know that I'd heard.
~
SIRE STOCK.
Frank led the mare out of the stall toward the crossties. He had been
observant. She was lame in the left front and was swinging and landing
INVITED BY CALLING
wide with that leg. She did point with the leg as she stood.
.
BUSTER QUINN AT 518-325-5766
Every veterinarian who does horse work develops his own system for
or write:
lameness exams. I always start at the withers and work my way down to
the foot with the horse's weight still on the leg. As I go, I check the quality
of the pulse at different locations and try to tune into any temperature
differences. I then start back at the withers and flex each joint in turn,
HUNT ROAD, R. D. 2
checking for soreness. Finally I turn and take the foot between my legs to
check its bottom surface.
·
HILLSDALE. N.Y. 12529
I ran through my usual procedure with Frank's mare. I reached the foot
without finding any problem on the way. As I was cleaning out the foot
with a hoof pick, I felt and heard a metallic click. I asked Frank for a pair of
pliers.
A small roofing nail was wedged fast in the sulcus or cleft between the
frog and bar on the outside branch of the foot. It was way back by the heel.
Because of its wide head the nail had barely penetrated the horny tissue.
Howe~er, the point was jabbing the mare every time weight rwas put on this
area. This explained all the symptoms. It probably felt like having a thumbA quality baled hay replacer available from.·
tack stuck through the bottom of your boot.
As I dropped the nail into Frank's hand, I remembered the repairman and
Mornin~side Farm
Jill & John Fransway
the dishcloth. I couldn't resist saying it. "There's your lame shoulder,
Frank."
Eppin~. N.H.
Frank told me that he felt pretty foolish when I pulled that nail from his
hor~e's foot. I had had the same feeling as I watched the rag come out of
our dishwasher. My repairman told me that he has three or four ~~dish
Barbara rnde
cloth unwindings" every year. That is about the same number of ''nail in
......... 1\Jf .tack
George Proctor
the foot" ~amenesses that I run into in the span of twelve months.
Frank Jamison
.. ,. llODier
George (Buddy) Reed
We live in an age of super specialization. Machines have become more and
Tom Johnson, Sr.
Virgil Burns
Marion Remick
more complex. I for one feel very inadequate when ·something goes wrong
Raymond Jones
Frank Butler
G. Reynolds
with one of mine. I assume that the problem itself must be complex and so
Ted Jones
Alberta Buzzell
Joseph Richards
often give up without really trying to figure it out. As a result, a professiona'
Lyndon
(Link)
Keene
Cliff Card
Madeline Robinson
gets called to unwind a dishcloth.
Wenton
Keene
Sam Carter
Norman Robinson
Bud Keith
Animals have always been complex, and the average horseman rune
Dana Childs, Sr.
Fred Roullard
Ed Keller
the phone in a blind panic if there is any hint of trouble. As a result, a
Milton Chamberlain
Howard Sanborn
fessional gets called to pull a nail.
NelsonKipp
Tom Clifford
Arthur Smith
Tom Larose
One of my college professors had a saying: ''When you hear the s
William Collins
Earl (Sonny) Smith
Garry Leighton
of hoofbeats, don't look for zebras." In my own case I should have ch(
Ed Currier
Lewis Smith
Philip (lib) Libby
for foreign objects in the dishwasher before assuming that the bearinr
Roy (Nud) D~vis
Roland Souliere
Frank Locke
gone. In your case it might mean to check your horse's leg from top
Donald Dearborn
Robert (Bob) Lowell, Sr. Ralph Spencer
including bottom before assuming the situation is beyone your contro.
Chet Deering
Clint Stuart
Forrest Luce
Spend a few minutes trying to localize the trouble before calling fo
Myer Deletesky
Aime Therrien
Robert May
Even if it is a problem that you can't understand 'o r remedy, you w
Fritz Dessler
Wilbur
Timmons
Phil (Duggar) Maxfield
great deal of satisfaction if your veterinatian tells you that you were
Judd Dewitt
Bumpy
Travis
Etta McKay
in your diagnosis of the problem.
Dave Eastman
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CRAYCO FARM,INC.
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ALFALFA CUBES

603-659-5239

603-679-8539
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NOTICE!

Harlan (Huck) Elwell
Leon Fish
Robert Foster
Etwin Funk
A. E. Gallant

Dorothy McGee
Thomas McMoran
Tom Mcinnis, Jr.
Rexford Merrill ' ' '
Dick Moody

Lloyd Tripp
William Webber, Jr.
' Frank Witman
Earl WOodbury

SIDE INES~--------------~-On April 25, the MGM Grand Hotels, Inc. announced that it had bought

Not much has been said recently about L.D. 1219 co-sponsored by Rep.
Swift Tarbell of Bangor and Sen. John Kerry of Old Orchard. This bill,
in essence, would give tax relief to the harness industry by lowering the
State's share to the General Fund and returning it to the tracks and to
horsemen's purses. If this bill doesn't meet the needs of all concerned then
it's high time the powers that be came up with something to aid the industry.
M.H.H.A. Director, Richard Howard, was seriously injured May 7 while
training a colt at Scarborough Downs. He will be in the Maine Medical
Center for some time, so cards or calls would be appreciated.
Roland Cole, an attorney in Wells, Maine, has been appointed by Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan to serve as a judge in the Maine District Court. Cole,
a 1964 graduate from the University of Maine and the Southern Maine
School of Law, breeds harness horses and is looking forward this season to
racing Win Me (Winnow - V.I.H.), Imps Win (Winnow - Impromptu), and
Radiar:-tt Ore (Keystone Ore- V.I.H.)
Leonard Pooler, General Manager of Lewiston Raceway, has been selected
.as U.S.T.A. track representative from New England to succeed Ted Poirier
of Rockingham Park.

a 58 acre estate in Hull, Massachusetts for the purpose of building a $78.
million gaming casino and resort. They appear confident that the State
Legislature will pass a bill allowing the license. Fred Benninger, Chairman of
the Board, reports that the townspeople of Hull have shown overwhelming
support and are eager to promote the economic development of their community.
. ... And we thought dogs were a problem!!!
Joe Ricci hosted a Champagne Party in the Clubhouse after the ''Million
Dollar Barn Opening" at Scarborough Downs recently. This track can
honestly boast the best barn area in New England. There's also a good
possibility of moving the paddock into the grandstand area in another
year. Horsemen could see the races and patrons could see the horses!

Congratulations are in order for Arthur Nason. He's done it again! Skipper
Go Fast (Mountain Skipper - May Champ) broke all records when he qualified at Lewiston Raceway on March 28 in 2:05.2 with quarters in 31.
1 :03.2 - 1 :34.3, and he'll be officially two years old on May 17th!

t ··,.........--,..:;J. . . . . . . . . . .

Joe & Tom Ricci cut the cake in celebration of the new barn area at Scarborough Downs.

On March 14, 1981 Speedy Sicily, 6, p. 159.4 (Good Time Boy -Tarpot Belle) was exported to Great Britain where he will stand at stud on
Ynys Farm, Llangernyw, Nr Abergele, Clwyd, North Wales. Ynys Farm is
well k~own in British_ harness ho~se circles as the farm standing Bye Bye
Ress, stre of Tudor Mtnt and Resstla, both of whom are racing on this side
of the Atlantic. Ressila was the winner of the English Pacing Derby and will
campaign this season in the Percy Davis Stable at Saratoga.
Speedy Sicily was race timed in 155.2 when he placed second to Sly
Attorney in the four year old New York Sire Stake at Syracuse. He has
been standi~g at the Salisbury Standardbred Farm in Salisbury, Vermont.
Transportatton was arranged through Mersant International Ltd.
Arthur Nason and "Skipper Go Fast" (Mountain Skipper- May Champ).
Congratulations are in order! The Ferlands (Bob & Jeanne) have come
Eddie Gray, formerly with the Herald, went to post for the first time on up with another first - "Mr. 2000" - Maine should get some national attenopening day at Foxboro - as their new publicist. With all factions racing' tion on this.
year round in Massachusetts- publicity takes on new meaning.
There's a couple of nice horses in the Harness Breeders sale on May 17
Spud's Express and Good Time Rayle, in foal to Tyler B.
Qr.- • •
·
Carson on their recent engagement .
. is the son of Betty
bout

• I

·Arnold Dall_, regirten ;pproval of his broodmare SUPER RIBBON
(Nansemond- Speedy Ribbon) and her new stud colt by SKIPPER KNOX.

ALSO STAND·IN.G IN '81

TIME CLOCK
(GOOD TIME- NOLA ABBEY)

and Jeanne Ferland, free lance promotionalists, planned the '~r. 2000" night and
ard at work on a father/son driving competition.

P, 2:00.4

FEE

· · All FOAL:S BY BOTH HORSES Ell~

STAKES A'ND NE

0

~.ordi~g to figures recently compiled in the 34th Annual Survey on
1orts attendance, horse racing is still America's No. 1 spectator sport.
A total attendance of 77,484,099 allowed racing to maintain this standing.
Attendance at .race, tracks has enjoyed remarkable stability over the years.
Baseball Placed second qnd football third. .
and finally. . . . . . .
·
·
we're hoiding our breath on Rockingham!!!!
I

I,.

I

:
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A typical photo finish at Gorham Raceway. Can you recogniz the drivers?

A QUARTER CENTURY AGO
Bv Anthony J. Aliberti
In 1956 my father could just about afford his 55 maroon Pontiac, my
Further south Foxboro opened on June 15. Ruth Reynolds took the
favorite car. I was outgrowing cowboys and Indians, and Sputnik was a year opening $5,000 feature in 2:06.2. Stanley Dancer reined more than one
from rocketing us into the modern age.
winner during the meet. Later she met and defeated Bay State Tom and
Racing in the region was coiled, ready to spring as well. There were no Adam Frisco.
Tony Abbatiello, Harry Coleman, Vernon Dancer, Sach Warner, Lester
Rockingham Trots then, or sulky races at Scarborough. Foxboro held its
extended meet in the summer in a more compact allotmen_t of dates. .
Pullen, Billy Faucher, Frank Safford led the driver pack, providing a chapIn Maine, Cumberland opened the season on Memonal Day. Lewiston, ter in the book of Who's who for harness raci ng."
Gorham, Bangor and the fairs followed. Five months later the season was
Applause was the best two year old, and Ruth Reynolds proved nearly
over.
. . .
unbeatable in the $5,000 invitationals. Nyland Hanover won a major juve1n the m1d-~1ft1es PL!rses reached and leveled off around $~~ a heat.
nile race for a $5,000 purse in 2 :11, and Simply Go was the best three year
Most races earned relat1vely the same reward. There were no cla1mmg races. old trotter. Ralph Baldwin guided Prom Trotter in the two year old trot
For bette or worse, Harness Racing was primarily a sport.
(Hickory Smoke finished last), and in the Fair Oaks for $7,500 Belle Acton
Around the country the crop of three year olds was less than spectacular, with Billy Haughton up, paced in 2:05.2.
but the pacing FFA'S were headed by Adios Harry. Belle Acton was at her
Galophone returned to New England for the $10 000 Massachus tts
peak, as was Dottie's Pick. New England connected Galophone was a hot Trotti no n~rhv ~nrf n11-t :::.'1\':::a" th~:~ fi~:~lrf in ? ·nk . 1 • l"'h :,._.: ;.. __
r ·
..
1
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THE OLD HORSEMAN

COMPLIMENTS OF:

E.

I've been in harness racing for over fifty years,
And had my share of standardbreds; geldings, studs and mares.
I much prefer the trotters but I've had some pacers too.
The difference is in how they do it, not in what they do.
I'm very close to heaven when my trotter wins a race,
Though it's not too bad either when I win with those that pace.
I kept them as a hobby when I was a working man.
But now that I've retired I give all the time I can.
I usually get horses that are lame or s_ick or sore,
Then try to cure their aches and pains and get them sound once more.
It has been said I pamper them and that I don't deny,
But what I do has often worked and I think I know why.
1'd rather have a horse come running to me when I call
Than see him stand and tremble in a corner of his stall .
It takes a lot of jogging on cold and windy days,
And caring for them in the barn in all the different ways.
But that is all forgotten when you get them right and straight,
And know that they'll be steady behind the starting gate.
It's quite a thing to get one that was written off for meat
And get it back to racing, to me. that is a treat.
Or take one that's bad mannered and have him change his mind
And do it like a good horse should, I really like that kind.
And someday when the judge takes me across the great divide,
I'll look for harness horses when I make the other side,
And hope that I may find some that I've had here below,
To jog and train and bandage. I'll be happy then I know.
And if they race in heaven or wherever it may be,
I'll ask for nothing better if there's one in it for me.
So here's to harness horsemen, may they all get fat and wealthy,
And here's to harness horses, may they all stay sound and healthy,
And here's to harness racing and the pleasure that it brings
To racing fans ~f every age. It is the sport of kings.
Jack Washington
•
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•
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85 TEMPLE STREET, SACO, MAINE 04072

s. LOWELL, BLACKSMITH

TEL. 20?-282-3131
·'With thoughts of form er ra ing friends ··.

Sam Aceto
John Alexander
Charles Bailey
Kenneth Bartlett
Foster Beard
Bill Berry
Chet Bishop
Simon Bishop
Cecil Blackwood, Sr.
Dana Blanche
Herb Bond
Max Brewer
Greta Bubier
Virgil Burns
Frank Butler
Alberta Buzzell
Cliff Card
Sam Carter
Dana Childs , Sr.
Milton Chamberlain
Tom Clifford
William Collins
Ed Currier
Roy (Nud) D~vi
Donald Dearborn
Chet Deering
Myer Deletesky
Fritz Dessler
Judd Dewitt
Dave Eastman
Harlan (Huck) Elwell
Leon Fish
Robert Foster
Erwin Funk
A. E. Gallant

.

'

Charlie Gas
Mr . Pearle Gerry
John Godfrey
Georg Goff
Gregory Hall
Dana Hamlin
Joe Hanson
Norris Haskell
Floyd Harmon
Lewi Holland
Fred Howell
Arthur Jack
Frank Jamison
Tom John on, Sr.
Raymond Jones
Ted Jone
Lyndon (Link) Keen
Wenton Keene
Bud Keith
Ed Keller
NelsonKipp
Tom Larose
Garry Leighton
Philip (Lib) Libby
Frank locke
Robert (Bob) lowell, Sr.
Forrest luc
Robert May
Phil (Duggar) Maxfield
Etta McKay
Dorothy McGee
Thoma McMoran
Tom Mclnni, Jr.
Rexford Merrill '
Dick MOody

Moe Nannig n
J N on
Gl n N .I on
H rold Norton
Butch P rker
H nry P rk r
Ruby Pea
Willi P a
Jam Phal n
Lewi Pik
John Pike
Barb r Pride
Geor Proctor
G org (Buddy) R d
Marion R mick
G. Reynold
Jos ph Richard
M eline Robin on
Norm n Robin on
Fred Roullard
Howard S nborn
Arthur Smith
Earl (Sonny) Smith
Lewis Smith
Roland Souliere
Ralph Spencer
Clint Stuart
Aime Therrien
Wilbur Timmon
Bumpy Travis
Lloyd Tripp
William Web r, Jr.

SIDELINEs----------------Not much has been said recently about L.D. 1219 co-sponsored by Rep.
Swift Tarbell of Bangor and Sen. John Kerry of Old Orchard. This bill,
in essence, would give tax relief to the harness industry by lowering the
State's share to the General Fund and returning it to the tracks and to
horsemen's purses. If this bill doesn't meet the needs of all concerned then
it's high time the powers that be came up with something to aid the industry.
M.H.H.A. Director, Richard Howard, was seriously injured May 7 while
training a colt at Scarborough Downs. He will be in the Maine Medical
Center for some time, so cards or calls would be appreciated.
Roland Cole, an attorney in Wells, Maine, has been appointed by Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan to serve as a judge in the Maine District Court. Cole,
a 1964 graduate from the University of Maine and the Southern Maine
School of Law, breeds harness horses and is looking forward this season to
racing Win Me (Winnow - V.I.H.), Imps Win (Winnow - Impromptu), and
Radia~t Ore (Keystone Ore- V.I.H.)
Leonard Pooler, General Manager of Lewiston Raceway, has been selected
as U.S.T.A. track representative from New England to succeed Ted Poirier
of Rockingham Park.

On April 25, the MGM Grand Hotels, Inc. announced that it had bought
a 58 acre estate in Hull, Massachusetts for the purpose of building a $78.
million gaming casino and resort. They appear confident that the State
Legislature will pass a bill allowing the license. Fred Benninger, Chairman of
the Board, reports that the townspeople of Hull have shown overwhelming
support and are eager to promote the economic development of their community .
. . . .And we thought dogs were a problem!!!
Joe Ricci hosted a Champagne Party in the Clubhouse after the "Million
. Dollar Barn Opening" at Scarborough Downs recently. This track can
honestly boast the best barn area in New England. There's also a good
possibility of moving the paddock into the grandstand area in another
year. Horsemen could see the races and patrons could see the horses!

Congratulations are in order for Arthur Nason. He's done it again! Skipper
Go Fast (Mountain Skipper - May Champ) broke all records when he qualified at Lewiston Raceway on March 28 in 2:05.2 with quarters in 31.
1 :03.2 - 1 :34.3, and he'll be officially two years old on May 17th!

t

Joe & Tom Ricci cut the cake in celebration of the new barn area at Scarborough Downs.
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On March 14, 1981 Speedy Sicily, 6, p. 159.4 (Good Time Boy- Tarpot Belle) was exported to Great Britain where he will stand at stud on
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This is your opportunity to be one of the •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~
$~

"Northeast Harness Associates"

~

who wants to be informed about the latest on the Harness Racing scene in ~~
the Northeast.
&~
Membership for 1981 is $5.00 and includes a subscription to the NORTH-~~
EAST HARNESS NEWS.
f@
Basically du~ cover postage and handling. Annual membership starts with !i~
he January 1ssue, enclose check to facilitate efficiency.
~
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t
Jean Emerson, Boom Road, Saco. Maine 04072
:~~Billy Parker receives the 1980 Driver of the Year trophy from Scarborou 9 h
eturn o:
~General Manager1 Bob leighton.

0owns,

A typi~l photo finish at Gorham Raceway. Can you recognize the driven?

A QUARTER CENTURY AGO
.
Bv.Anthony J. Aliberti
In 1956 my father could just about afford has '55 maroon Pontaac, my
Further south Foxboro opened on June 15. Ruth Reynolds took the
favorite car. 1 was outgrowing cowboys and Indians, and Sputnik was a year opening $5,000 feature in 2:06.2. Stanley Dancer reined more than one
from rocketing us into the modern age.
winner during the meet. Later she met and defeated Bay State Tom and
Racing in the region was coiled, ready to spring as well. There were ~o Adam Frisco.
Rockingham Trots then, or sulky races at Scarborough. Foxboro held ats
Tony Abbatiello, Harry Coleman, Vernon Dancer, Sach Warner, Lester
extended meet in the summer in a more compact allotment of dates.
Pullen, Billy Faucher, Frank Safford led the driver pack, providing a chapIn Maine, Cumberland opened the season on Memorial Day. Lewiston, ter in the book of "who's who for harness racing."
Applause was the best two year old, and Ruth Reynolds proved nearly
Gorham, Bangor and the fairs followed. Five mont~s later the season was
unbeatable in the $5,000 invitationals. Nyland Hanover won a major juveover.
ln the mid-fifties purses reached and leveled off around $300 a heat. nile race for a $5,000 purse in 2:11, and Simply Go was the best three year
Most races carried relatively the same reward. There were no claiming races. old trotter. Ralph Baldwin guided Prom Trotter in the two year old trot
For better or worse, Harness Racing was primarily a sport.
(Hickory Smoke finished last), and in the Fair Oaks for $7,500 Belle Acton
Around the country the crop of three year olds was less than spectacular, with Billy Haughton up, paced in 2:05.2.
but the pacing FFA'S were headed by Adios Harry. Belle Acton was at her
Galophone returned. to New England for the $10,000 Massachusetts
peak, as was Dottie's Pick. New England connected Galophone was a hot Trotting Derby and put away the field in 2:05;1; Chief Strong finally upset
Ruth Reynolds, though she returned the next week to win impressively in
four year old trotter.
The Old Orchard Grand Circuit had already ended, and in Maine the 2:03.4.
season centered around Gorham.
Jim Egan, Sanders Russell, Howard Britt and Bucky Day mixed the old
There the basic purse was $500 with the top trot carrying $1,000 for a and the new. Philip Scott in rein to Frank Safford nosed Chuck Volo in the
double dash. There were still a few two heat races retained, but that tradi- $10,000 New England Pacing Derby in 2:03.1, with Hillsota and Adam Fristion was losing its hold.
.
co among the beaten horses.
Topsail, Aces Up, Juke Box, and Nakomis Slim headed the Mame trots.
The good old days were certainly all of that. Rich in performance and
Daughters of Princess Royal top_ped the pacing class~s. The class 24 pace we~t personality they highlighted in a few short weeks the best of men and
to post for $1,250, and Knight Star teamed by Lmk Keene was the best an most of horses.
the A-B class. George W. Reed was top driver wherever he traveled. Madam
Now Rockingham is quiet again, Scarborough has replaced Gorham, and
Moraka was the two year old of the meet.
Foxboro anchors the south.
In less than 200 races the glory of Gorham's summer was over. The speMemories of the silks and sulkies are strong enough, but the shoes of
cial events and high purses completed for the season.
iron and of leather have been miqhtv hard to re-fill.

•

FOR MAKING MY' FIRST SEASON A SUCCESS

STEPHEN 0. p.1:58 h
(MOST HAPPY FELLA - EDITH MARION}

MY COURT INCLUDES: Flowing Colette 2:01., Pretty Kitty 2:02.,
Favorite Bet 2:02.4, Ranlon Missy 2:03.4, Polly 0 2:04., Sweet Sota 2:04.2,
Lucky Monk 2:04.4, Take the Gate 2:05., Catherine Bumpas 2:05.3, Bonnie
Special 2 :05.3, Bushing 2:06.2, Full Time Dream 2:07., Margie Eddie 2:07.,
Volo Sue 2 :08., Miss Elaine T. 2:08., Natapan 2:09., Linda Lou 2:10., etc.
STILL HAVE A FEW BOOKINGS LEFT!

FERNALD
STOCK FARM
West Poland, Maine 04291

ALL FOALS ARE ELIGI~~E TO MAINE AND NEW ENGLAND STAKES
RICHARD GURNEY
.Aaslstant Manager

fARM PHOMf
,.....,.,

BERT FERNALD, Mgr •
rtto~«

207·712..927

SMITH APPOINTED FAIRMOUNT PARK GENERAL MANAGER
Charles L. Crowe
Roger D. Smith has been appointed vice president and general manager of
airmount Park race track, Collinsville, Illinois. The announcement was
ade by John MacAniff, president of Boston-based Ogden Leisure, Inc.,
hich also operates horse tracks in Boston. Chester, West Virginia and a
og track in Wheeling, West Virginia .
.Smith succeeds former Fairmount Park yeneral manager Robert Graham,
ho has been named executive vice president of Fairmont, in addition to
xpanded Ogden Leisure corporate responsibilities.
Commenting on Smith's appointment, MacAniff said, ''Roger Smith has
utstanding background in racing. After serving as a racing official at a num·
er of Northeast harness tracks for more than ten years, he efficiently
anaged our Scarboro Downs facility until it was sold to local interests in
979 .' '
Fairmount Park is located on Route 40 in Collinsville, 10 minutes east of
owtown St Louis. It now offers year-'round racing with 162 days of
horoughbred and 96 days of harness events. The park annually handles
ore than $115 million in wagers.

ALBERT HUF MA & SONS
HARN S SHOP
AST HARNESS ...................... JERALD CARTS & SULKIES
..... ALL HORSE SUPPLIES
LEO HOPPLES. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...... .

(EXPERT REPAIRS)
HUFFIE SAYS

nlf WE DON'T HAVE IT, YOU DON'T NEED IT"
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TEL. 603-336-7246

"'INSDALE, 'N.H.

03451

Conveniently Located
Rt. 25 · ~ornish. Maine
· · AtDold Dan. Owner· ·. :
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lewiston Raceway General Manager, leonard Pooler was
at the helm in '81 for the best spring meet ever.

Race Secretary, Elliot Tracy, erved his tint term succe dully. A ph Fenno, P

Fred· Colbath, track uperintendent, the qu lity of his
work is witnessed by new track records.

LEWISTON SUMMARY

By Anthony J. Aliberti

A race meet like a flower needs encouragement, some warm weather, a
good deal of preparation, care, and a lot of luck to blossom .
Just as a crop can hardly be measured in advance, the success of a coming
race meet is mere conjecture until the first fan plunks down his deuce for
the first daily double ticket. From then on events determine the coming
momentum, and ultimately the success of the meeting ..
The Lewiston spring meet of 1981 was a rare spr~ng blossom, a single
powerful bloom. Attendance was up, han~le_ maintamed a record setting
pace, a new track record established, and optamtsm eve!ywhere.
The track made it with old hands, and rookies. Elll_ot Tracy was the first
time race secretary. He wiped the slate clean and bit mto a different classification system. Though it produced its share of controversy, it also resulted
in many high payoffs and very few odds on selections.
Walter Case Jr., a relative rookie as well, was clearlY the b:st driver on the
track. He topped a heady group which inclided all of Mam s big names,
and stars. Casey as a major force has finally been acknowledged. Walter Case,
Jr. has arrived. When a man wins the driving crown, o~ UDS championship,
he is justtv prol:ld, but Casey _wo~ both by ~ong rnargms, a feat significant
enough to demonstrate his dominance over thas meet .
Floyd Colba'th hone(:! he tfacl< tt.sur.vived he F.ebruary cold, the March
thaW, n'1d was reaoy f0r April speed~ Stone du w s dd d late and the track
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Scotch Banker, filly from the mare Sara T." Knight-owned by Irwin Rogers,
at Dave Slocomb's farm in Augusta, Maine.

ONTH

FOALS OF THE
SIRE
NOVEMBER
Scotch Banker

DAM

i~ FOR 25 YEARS WE'VE BEEN SELLING QUALITY MOBILE HOMES.

~~1

m

OWNER

SEX

I

performs~

I Now WE'RE
FEATURING A BROAD SELECTION oF NEW AND useD
-10,12,14 AND 24 FOOT WIDTH UNITS· FROM
~MODELS

~~

Wise Prudence ·

filly

Yvette Prudenzano

Limerick Miss

filly

Donnybrook Farm

~--

BURLINGTON (Maine built) * SKYLINE- (Fair Haven, Vt.}
COMPLETE LINE OF CHEVROLET TRUCKS AND CARS.

DECEMBER
DECEMBER
Armbro Lightning
JANUARY
Scotch Banker
FEBRUARY
Scotch Banker
Scotch Banker

~

f$.

~

Signal P. Betsy

filly

Rex Ellis

~
~

~
Sarah T. Knight
Luck Ahead

filly
filly

Irvin Rogers
Peter K. Hanley

~

_Harold C. Ralph_

I~~

~$.

~

MARCH
Armbro Lightning
Scotch Banker
Scotch Banker
Bret's Boy

Fine Oueen
Double or Else
Val Two
Thorpe's Dream

colt
filly
filly
colt

Donnybrook Farm
Elizabeth Pullen
David A. Slocomb
Race Me Stable

APRIL
Skipper Hill
Scotch Banker
Skipper Knox
Scotch Banker
Ricci Bold Payster
Scotch Banker
Ricci Bold Payster
Scotch Banker
General Star
Armbro Lightning
Precious Fella

April Colden
Annie's Gone
/
Super Ribbon
Miles End Sarah
Steam Heat
Golden Countess
Vermont Adios
Formal Alliance
Ohio's Bea
Boston Miss
Apache Wick

colt
filly
colt
colt
colt
filly
filly
filly
Filly
Colt
Filly

Robert Knox

~~~~~;!~~~ .I

MAY
Skipper Glenn

Grand Larceny

filly

em &

E Iizabeth Pullen
Sandra 8 ickford
Donny 8 rook Farm 1
Dr. Joseph Kenneally

i

~f'Let
our
fi.~

I
t$.

*=:~

~~

~

family Help your -family"

Chevrolet & Mobile Homes
Route 1, Waldoboro, Maine 04572
Telephone 207-832-5321

Caro~n Hugh~ I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-

HINSDALE RACEWAY

Hinsdale Raceway in various stages of construction in the summer of '58.

I FINALLY HAVE THE ONE!

JANUARY

1981
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

MAYBE HE WILL DO IN THE FAIR STAKES!
1981

APRIL

1981
FRI

SUN

SAT

1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17

N- M.
lth

First Q.
, 3th

Full M.
20th

laat Q.
28th

5

MON

TUE

NewM

FlratQ.

4th

, 1th

6

7

FEBRUARY
WED

THU

1981
FRI

SUN

9

MAY

SHOULD I STAKE HIM TO EVERYTHING?

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

a

1 2
5
6
7
8
9
12 13 14 15 16
Firat 0 .
10th

Full M ,
19th

last

26th

DON'T QUIT. RACE WHERE HE IS COMPETITIVE AND CAN DEVELOP
IN TO A TOP RACE HORSE.
1981
1981
JUNE

1981

SUN

TUE

19e1

3
4
10 11
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
25 26 27 28 29 · 30
~
3

22 23 24 25 26 27 28
MARCH

MON
NewM
4th

SAT

1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21

1981

8

3
4
10 11

26 27 28 29 30
1981

TUE

2

SAT

MAYBE WE SHOULD STOP WITH HIM,
THE STAKES WILL GO TO FAST.

HE WILL WIN THEM ALL-HE'S THE BEST!

MON

1

FRI

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

SUN

THU

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1981

WED

1981

SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

1

2

3

4

5

6
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.. -9 10 11 12 13 14 'ork and New Jersey for the past several years. Hurricane Star, a sub-twohas purse winnings well over $200,000.
21 linuteNottrotter
unlike Rambling Willie, Hurricane Star was not by a leading sire,
Jch as Star's Pride or Hickory Smoke-- he was by a stallion by the name of
latchful,
who happens to stand at stud at Norton's Falmouth, Maine farm.
29 30
Hurricane Star's act will be more than a little tough to follow, t-JurrJme Nippy, a four-year-old gelding by Watchful, owned by Ruth Norton,
STOP DREAMING! iT'S NO SHAME YOUR HORSE CAN'T MAKE THElS shown promise this year, winning two of his first five starts. In his first
CAN'T GET MONEY OR LEARN TO BE A GREAT RACE HORSE art at F?~boro .Racewa.y, he closed from eighth place at the three-qu.arter
>le to fmtsh thtrd behtnd N
Dutch Chocolate. Hurncane
Ranger.
GRAND CIRCLE OF RACippy is trained and dri
Jean Galvis and
over, who is dropping
'f\)wn from the top
tophorseinthe,
l "2 ,200 race for no
ld pacer, He's A.
The horse to
THRQU(mokin, (very well
of the tough racing
acial start by seven
lare, Mountain Air,
mgths in 2:08.2 at Lewiston
ious freshman won a
PLENTY OF RACINGualifying race at Lewiston on Feb. 28 in 2:13. Most two-year-olds in train1g right now haven't tra led that fast yet. Whether he wins or not, He's
DRIVING AND TRAINING AWARDS TOTALLING $2,000. \. Smokin has the d;stinatt n of becoming Foxboro Raceway's first 1981·
wo-year-old and the ~ding candidate for the $15,000-added Freshman
•ace, set for July 19. '
'
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JUNE 19th

· For Further Information Contact: .. (3Q3<~~6·ft>382 (OHice-) . • I
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BERT BECKWITH

JIMM:Y LARENTE

~

fl1

MAY 17,1981

.~-

11 1
.. ·v•
top teamster from 1953. through 1958. He has
On Sunday, May 17th, the nation's top
gate at Scarborough Downs for the llfirst" Mr.
ampto
tp captured five Little Brown Jugs, and has handled such top horses as Tar Heel,
in the nation. Those invited will participate in at least three races plus a Rum Customer, Handle With Care, Laverne Hanover, Belle Acton, and Armfinal to determine the Grand Champion of '81 .
bra Omaha.
Another member of the sports Living Hall of Fame, Del Miller, will also
Topping the list of definite entries will be the harness racing sports all·
time win leader Herve Filion, who will be making his first appearance in the appear in the "Mr. 2000" event, traveling from his home base of MeadowState of Maine. Filion has captured 7,553 wins during his career, with ·lands, Pennsylvania. Miller, who became famous as the trainer-driver behind
purse earnings of $32,345,602 to date. The 40-year-old native of Angers, harness racings foundation-sire Adios, has won 2,363 races lifetime, with
Quebec, owns virtually every driving record, and has been listed as the sports earnings of $9,759,141, He has traveled throughout the world, having dritop driver during eight of the past ten seasons. He is best remembered for his ven in eight countries during his career.
Little Brown Jug victories behind Nansemond and has driven 150 sub-2:00 · The list of definite entries to date also includes:
Ben Webster, New Jersey; Bucky" Day and Bert Beckwith, New Hampshire;
minute victories since begining his driving career at age 12.
The number two driver in the all-time listings, Billy Haughton, will also Jack Bailey, Ken Heeney, New York; Don Richards, Freeman Parker and
be at Scarborough for the first-ever event, bringing with him lifetime totals Ted Wing, Maine.
James Doherty, New Brunswick. Henri Filion, Norman Duplaise and
of 4,514 wins, and earnings of $30,206,597. Haughton is a member of the
sports Living Hall of Fame, has driven 305 winning sub-2:00 minute miles, James Larente, Quebec; Dave Pinkney, Nova Scotia.
1
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Scotch Banker
Scotch Banker

Sarah T. Knight
Luck Ahead

filly
filly

Irvin Rogers
Peter K. Hanley

Fine Oueen
Double or Else
Val Two
Thorpe's Dream

colt
filly
filly
colt

Donnybrook Farm
Elizabeth Pullen
David R. Slocomb
Race Me Stable

MARCH

Armbro Lightning
Scotch Banker
Scotch Banker
Bret's Boy

KEN HEENEY.

HENRI FILION

HERVE FILION.

JACK BAILEY

=~· ::;::~:m-fmr!®~~mr~

~·
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RACING DATES FOR 1981
RACING DATES FOR 1981

Fairs
Extended Meets

APRIL

Skipper Hill
Scotch Banker
Skipper Knox
Scotch Banker
Ricci Bold Payster
Scotch Banker
Ricci Bold Payster
Scotch Banker
General Star
Armbro Lightning
Precious Fella

April Colden
Annie's Gone
Sup{r Ribbon
Miles End Sarah
Steam Heat
Golden Countess
Vermonl Adios
Formal Alliance
Ohio's Bea
Boston Miss
Apache Wick

MAY

Skipper Glenn

colt
filly
colt
colt
colt
filly
filly
filly
Filly
Colt
Filly

Robert Knox
Cliffora Chase
Arnold Dall
Allen Turner
Marilyn Branagan
Philip Fitzherbert
Marilyn Branagan
Elizabeth Pullen
3andra Bickford
Donny Brook Farm 1
Dr. Joseph Kenneally

Feb. 15 - May 2
May 3 • Sept. 1 9
r,: Bangor Ex. &

1-~i

Fair Assoc.

1

Sept. 20 · Oct. 1 8

I;:; :

Oct. 1 9 - Dec. 6

lewiston (Fall)
pI

'J

Grand Larceny

filly

Bill & Carolyn Hughes

•

July 30- Aug. 8

Presque Isle

July 21 - July 28

Lewiston

Aug. 9 · Aug. 1 5

Skowhegan

Aug. 13 -Aug. 22

Union

Aug. 24 • Aug. 29

Windsor

June 1 8 · Aug. 8

~ Cumberland

Bangor Fair

Topsham

Sept. 1 4 • Sept. 1 9

Farmington

Sept. 20 - Sept. 26

Cvl]lberland
j

Aug. 30 ·Sept. 7

Fryeburg

Sept. 2 7 - Oct. 3
Oct.

~

· Oct. "l t
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THE INAUGURAL·
INVITATIONAL

b g, 9, by Garrison Hanover- Ski G1rl by Johnny Globe
Angelo J. Faro & Joseph P. Faro, Winthrop & Saugus, Mass.

APRESKI
$243,366-8! 1:56 (1)

874bl

Apres Ski, piloted by Bob Tisbert, finished first in
.:::~:~"*~~m~~~:g::m;:~;xw.:~~~=~~~~:=;:~:~=-ts~~:~:::~·=·~:~~~:.:§::::.:.::~~n.=?:::.."' ~=;:;.. ···:~ · ·. ·· ··

···.

Tra•ner R. Tisbert
M•l :581 1981 11 2 1 1 25,890
M11:56 1980 31 5 9 4 104,035

Driver·ROBERT TISBERT, 4-28 37- BLUE-WHITE-RED

. . ···· ..=- ·:.

PAC - 1 MIL

Pur

20,000

ru h to the wir for An lo and Jo eph Faro rec ntly at Foxboro R

«· ·· · ·

HORSES TO WATCH AT FOXBORO IN MAY
FROM
CORA'S COMPUTER
He's A' Smokin - 2 year old colt, green but speedy. His full brother, Twin
Mt. sold for big bucks last year.
Precious Annie - 3 year old filly - gaining confidence with every start - her
sire's fee doubled this year.
American O'Brien- Looked sharp - should improve with a fast track . ReGently claimed.
Miss Janet G._ As the weather improves so will she, especially if dropped
down a notch.
Hurricane Nippy . Under the guidance of youthful teamster, Bruce Ranger,
up & coming trainer who has proven himself in Maine.
Hanover Nelson - Claimed in last, but should .be able to handle next
bracket.
We Do Vicki - Closed extremely well for driver, Leigh Fitch on 4/19 and
4/24.
Ophelia Bust ~ You can expect to hear plenty from this Doc. Grass label.
Very Von -Will move up in claiming price directly can handle this.
Nevele Swinger - Honest trotter, campaigns well for Dude - needs a couple
of starts.
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FOXBORO NEWS
By Eddie Gray

Foxboro fans will hav little trouble r m mb ring L rin N rton'
great Hurricane Star, an invitational trotter 1n N w ngl nd s w 11
N w
·. York and New Jersey for the past sev ral years. Hurric n St r, sub-two. minute trotter, has purse winnings well over $200,000 .
.~·
Not unlike Rambling Willie, Hurrican Star was no by a I ading sir ,
~ such as Star's Pride or Hickory Smoke -· he was by stallion by th nam of
. Watchful, who happens to stand at stud at Norton's Falmouth, Main f rm .
w.~I.1:t$.i:::*':r::~:::~:~:::~:m:~~==~::::~~~m:~::~;;;::~:::~:::::::::::::::'::::>:::::::::::=~::::t::::::;~~~=:::j0,:,~~=:~::::::::::::::::::w.~:m:\:~:;;~<::?:"lli'::':::~~~~·:~::H~~~,,. =~·:·: . ~,,.,::;. ·::: ·=.~ ·~ ·.. :·:, ··: • ·• ,.•.-~~==-..' ~~
Hurricane Star's act wi II be more than a Iitt I tough to f o II ow, Hu rri -_:·~ cane Nippy, a four year old gelding by Watchful , owned by Ruth No on,
,
:~ has shown promise this year, winning two of his first fiv start . In hi first
TROTTING & PACING DIVISIONS
_:, start at Foxboro Raceway, he closed from eighth pi ce at th thr qu rt r
pole to finish third behind N
Dutch Chocolat . Hurric n
3 YR. OLD
. Nippy is trained and dr"
Ranger.
2 YR. OLD
LOCATION:
FILLIES/COLTS
FILLIES/COLTS ,
Jean Galvis and
ov r, who is dropping
July 10
July 11
:-: down from the top
top hors in th ,
Hinsdale, N.H.
July 17
July 18
x-- $2,200 race for non
August 20
August 21
·:·
The horse to
ld p cer, H ' A .
Foxboro, Mass.
August 26
August 27
~x Smokin, (very well
of he tough racin
Scarborough, Maine
September 11
September 12
~ mare, Mountain Air,
fficial start by v n
Rochester, N.H.
September 17
2 to 3 year old
fillies/colts
:~ lengths in 2 :08.2 at
isto
1ous freshmar won
trotting and pacing divisions
,~ qualifying race at Lewiston on Feb. 28 in 2 ·13. Most two-year-olds in train J- ing right now haven't tra led that fast yet. Whether h wins or not, H 's
(one day only)
NOTICES WILL BE MAl LED TO P~rttiCIPATING OWNERS & 'BREED- ~~ A . Smokin .has the d;stinotl n of becoming F.oxboro Raceway' first 1981 ,
ERS ~ISTJNG ELIGIBILITY, STARTH\IG FEES, DECLARATION DATES, ~ two-year old and the Je.ading candidate for th \ $15,000-added Fre m n
PURSES etc. •
Pace, set for July 19. '

NEW ENGLAND SIRE STAKES

:::!

owns
''MAINE'S SHOWPLACE"

Opens ·New Barn Area

Scarborough Downs new barn area was officially opened on April 16 by co-owners
Joe Ricci and Dr. Gerald Davidson. Participating in the ribbon-cutting (left to right)

It'

oin tobe
racing stHISO

xciting

rat .••

Lloyd Johnson, announcer - Bob Leighton, General Manager - Rick Miller, Ne~ Englan~
Stakes director Davidson & Ricci - Clayton Smith, Race Secretary -Dana Childs, Presa·
dent M.H.H.A .. Tom Webster, Secretary, Maine Harness Racing Commission.

May 3rd thru Septem

r 19tiJ

Scarborough D~s
-, - - - - -

- -- I

One Day Pass
I
9

8
I

JOne
.iibbon
;f:nd Sarah
Heat
Countess
'\dios

colt
filly
colt
colt
colt
filly
filly
flllo•

(,

An
Aile.
Mari'
Phil
_ ·r~
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M,une Turnp1kf' Ex1t 6 or U S:l', ,lre 1

Valid - Clubhouse Only

1

9
8
1

Cut A ovethe Best!
StT\'ing tht· Firwst in Continfntal Cuisint'

For Dinner Reservations - 883-2220
tf)ST.TIMES: Oaily 7:30 P.M.-Sundays i.30 P.M. (CLOSED TUESDAYS)

